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Abstract

The co-evolution of economic and ecological activities represents one of the fundamental
challenges in the realm of sustainable development. This study on the word trends in
mainstream newspapers from the UK and China reveals that both early-industrialised
countries and latecomers follow three modes of economic and ecological co-evolution.
First, both economic and ecological words demonstrate an S-shaped growth trajectory,
and the mode underscores the importance of information propagation, whilst also
highlighting the crucial role of self-organisation in the accept society. Second, the
co-occurrence of these two type words exhibits a Z-shaped relationship: for two-thirds of
the observed period, they display synergistic interactions, while the remaining time
shows trade-offs. Lastly, the words related to ecological degradation follow M-shaped
trajectories in parallel with economic growth, suggesting periodic disruptions and
reconstructions in their interrelationships. Our findings contribute to a more nuanced
understanding of the co-evolutionary mechanisms that govern collective behaviours in
human society.

Keywords: Sustainability; culturomics; cultural co-evolution; social transition;
newspaper content analysis; self-organization
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1 Introduction

Long-term social trends and transitions driven by industrialization are among the
primary concerns of sustainability science (Kates [2011]; Chang et al. [2021]). The
conflict and balance between economic activities and the environment have implications
for human well-being (Palmer et al. [2004]; Frank and Schlenker [2016]; Gu et al. [2023]).
Various social transition models, including the environmental Kuznets curve and the
Green Loop-Red Loop model, explore the potential for synergy or trade-offs, i.e.,
sustainability, between economic and ecological developments (Cumming et al.
[2014];Zhang et al. [2015]; Anser et al. [2021]). However, a comprehensive empirical
analysis on social transitions spanning the entirety of industrialization is lacking. The
trajectory of social development presents alternating innovation trends of maintaining
sustainability and facing collapse (Bettencourt et al. [2007]; Ali [2023]). The intensity,
trajectory, rates, transition points, interrelationships, and evolutionary endogenous
mechanism of economic and ecological activities are pressing subjects given the rapid
and significant transitions witnessed in many countries today.

Culturomics emerged a decade ago, offering a quantitative analysis of the
development and evolution of human culture (Michel et al. [2011]; Lansdall-Welfare
et al. [2017]; Hills et al. [2019]). It relies on extensive digital corpora, quantitative
genetic principles and models, and evolutionary theory. Through this lens, the
evolutionary trajectory of culture becomes evident. Topics of research include the
relationships between individualism-collectivism and economic levels (Skrebyte et al.
[2016]), the historical trends in national subjective well-being (Hills et al. [2019]), and
the response of love in literary history to the economic level (Baumard et al. [2022]). A
recent study noted that humans prefer innovative economic words and fixed ecological
words (Zhang et al. [2022]). The long-term tendency and evolution mechanism of social
transition during the whole industrialization is a wider and deeper topic of culturomics.

The historical trends of economic and ecological activities during social transitions
primarily rely on event analysis or chronicles (Liu and Diamond [2005]; Boivin and
Crowther [2021]). The trajectory of economic and ecological development within
socio-ecosystems differ between the early industrialized countries, such as the UK, and
latecomers, including Austria, New Zealand, Indonesia, and Myanmar (Krausmann et al.
[2008]; Cumming and von Cramon-Taubadel [2018]). Some societies have transitioned
towards ecological preferences or ecological friendliness along with economic growth (Liu
and Mu [2016];Leong et al. [2018]). A newspaper content analysis revealed that the
societal value of water resources in Australia has aligned more closely with
environmental-friendly awareness since 1981(Wei et al. [2017]). Studies have found that
social transition presents wave mode (Schot and Kanger [2018]). However, these were
not the results of culturomics studies. As of now, there is no quantitative conclusion
regarding the rate and fluctuations in the relationship between economic and ecological
activities or regarding the endogenous mechanism driving sustainability.

In this study, we chose the UK, an early industrialized country, and China, a
latecomer, as case studies. We analysed the trends in economic and ecological activities
and their relationship using mainstream newspapers as the corpus. Using the method
and principles of culturomics, we studied the co-evolution tendency of economic and
ecological activities in the two countries from the first industrial revolution (IR-I),
second (IR-II), third (IR-III) to the fourth (IR-IV):the growth speeds of economic and
ecological words; periods of fluctuation, their amplitude and variation; the direction of
sustainability indicated by the relationship of ecological with economic words; the
dynamics of economic and ecological words species, their diversity and turnover rate; the
artificial selection or neutrality in evolution; and the trend of sustainability indicated by
ecological degradation related words in response to economic levels of the societies.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data

2.1.1 Data of newspaper corpus

2.1.1.1 Create a target words library

To create a target word library that can comprehensively represent economic and
ecological activities, we followed a ‘seven-step’ approach (Madin et al. [2008]) to
construct the human economic activity ontology (HENAO) and the human ecological
activity ontology (NELAO). Detailed ‘seven-step’ practice can be found in the
Supplementary text 1.1.

We built the HENAO with three levels: the economic activities of a country into
four major categories (primary classification) of activities: production, circulation,
life-support, and regulation. Production activity includes agricultural activity, mining,
manufacturing, and construction; circulation activity includes commercial activity,
transportation, warehousing, and postal activity. The life-support activity includes
accommodation and catering, education and healthcare, real estate, leasing,
entertainment and leisure, and other activities. Regulatory activity includes financial
and information activities. The above activities belonging to the second-level
classification were further divided into the third level of classification; for example,
agricultural activities can be further subdivided into planting activities, forestry
activities, animal husbandry, and fishing. Manufacturing activities can be divided into
32 tertiary subcategories, including agricultural product manufacturing, food
manufacturing, alcohol manufacturing, beverage manufacturing, and wood processing.
We subdivided each second-level activity and ultimately obtained a total of 90
third-level classes (Supplementary Fig. 1).

From the three-level classification, we listed as many words as possible related to the
processes and substances of each activity. For example, planting activities were
subdivided into ‘planting’, ‘crops’, ‘fruits’, ‘harvesting’, ‘breeding’, ‘irrigation’, and
‘fertilization’.

We constructed the Human Ecological Activity Ontology (HELAO) with three levels
by repeating the ‘seven-step’. We subdivided ecological activities into five subcategories
at the first level: environmental improvement, pollution prevention, resource
conservation, and sustainable activities and pollution activities. We re-subdivided a
subcategory of positive and negative activities. For classification in the 2nd level,
environmental improvement includes non-biological environmental improvement and
biological-environmental improvement; the pollution prevention includes non-biological
pollution prevention and biological pollution prevention; the resource conservation
includes non-biological resource conservation, biological resource conservation, and
energy-saving activities; the sustainable activity includes circular activities, renewable
activities, green activities, etc.; the pollution activity includes non-biological
environmental pollution and biological pollution, etc. Activities belonging to the
second-level classification can be further subdivided, for example, non-biological
environment improvement can be further subdivided into water environment
improvements, atmospheric quality improvements, soil restoration, soil and water
conservation, etc. Biological environmental improvement can be further subdivided into
species protection, diversity protection, habitat protection, vegetation restoration, etc.
In sequence, each secondary activity was subdivided to obtain a total of 57 tertiary
classified activities (Supplementary Fig. 2). From the three-level classification of
activities, we listed as many words as possible related to the processes and substances of
each activity, such as water environment improvement, which can be subdivided into
water environment, water quality, and water restoration.
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Additionally, we supplemented the concepts in Step (2) of the seven-steps method
(see Supplementary text 1.1) with statistical data from the British National corpus
(BNC, http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) and Beijing Language and Culture University
corpus (BCC, http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/) for specific “n-grams”, which are sequences of
terms separated by a space. For example, ‘ecosystem’ is a 1-gram, and ‘ecological
protection’ is a 2-gram (hereafter, we denote n-gram terms in italics). The concepts are
found following the method of ‘fill-in-the-blank’ (Anderson et al. [2021] et al., 2021).
For example, when we searched for the most common 1-gram after environmental, we
thought environmental protection would be one possible answer, and we referred to
protection as a “blank” term. We focused on the 1-gram and 2-gram datasets and
ensured that the words filling in the blank space were at least four characters long. The
selection of economic and ecological core words was based on the word wants reverse
dictionary system (produced by the natural language processing laboratory of Tsinghua
University) to query the possible econometric and ecological synonyms (Supplementary
Table 1). For example, the core words of economic words are economists (economy,
economic), finance (finance, financial), comers (commerce, commercial), etc.

Iterating the above steps, we ultimately extracted nearly 3,000 target words related
to human economic activities and nearly 1,000 target words related to ecological
activities.

2.1.1.2 Data acquisition and filtering

We collected the occurrence of words in the newspapers over the years according to the
targeted word library. For the data source representing the UK, we choose The Times,
which has always been regarded as the first mainstream newspaper in the UK and is
known as ”the faithful recorder of society”. The occurrence of words from 1785 to 2014
comes from Gale: The Times digital archive corpus (https://go.gale.com/). For China,
an early data source is Shun Pao, a widespread newspaper in China before the
establishment of People’s Republic of China in 1949. After 1946, the data source was
changed to The People’s Daily, a mainstream newspaper published by the central
government. The words from 1872 to 2015 come from the Beijing Language and Culture
University corpus (BCC, http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/, Xun et al. [2016])

We focused on 1- and 2-grams because the most valuable common words that
concern us comprise two words or less, and the computational burden increases
significantly with the increase in n-gram length. Based on HENAO and HELAO, before
the final analysis, our preliminary analysis revealed some necessary data-cleaning steps.
(1) The n-grams with a total occurrence of less than 8 in the full-text corpus were
removed. (2) All n-grams containing numbers and punctuation, all 1-grams containing
only three or fewer characters, and all 2-grams containing three or fewer characters in
the first or second term, such as green @ and c economy, were deleted. (3) For the
2-gram, only the phrases containing adjectives and nouns were retained, such as for
ecology, were deleted. (4) The singular and plural words (such as environment and
environments), and abbreviations (such as GDP and gross domestic product and its
plural form) were combined. We retained 2,225 economic n-grams and 720 ecological
n-grams in The Times of the UK and 3,347 economic n-grams and 1,249 ecological
n-grams in Shun Pao and The People’s Daily of China.

We use the Gale The Times Digital Archive 1785-1985 Corpus to obtain the
occurrence of target n-grams in The Times. When the target n-gram is counted once,
repeat occurrences of the n-gram in the same article will not be counted again, which
may cause the data to be underestimated. To correct this deviation, we use a sampling
survey to calculate statistics of the probability of different n-grams appearing in the
same article, obtain correction coefficients to correct the primary data, and then
calculate an annual occurrence of n-grams. To obtain the occurrences of an n-gram in
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each article, we first randomly extract the target n-gram in groups. After the economic
and ecological n-grams are arranged in descending order of word frequency, they are
divided into 5 groups. Ten n-grams from each group are randomized with a total of 50
words to cover n-grams at all levels. Then, we use visual interpretation to obtain the
repeat occurrences of an n-gram in an article in a certain year. We still use the random
program to select the year to be interpreted, with a total of 10 years selected. We
randomly selected 10 articles per year and manually checked 3,000 articles in total.

We used random sampling to calculate the average number of words ( Ni) in one
article (Wei et al. [2017]). The method of sampling is as follows: first, we randomly
sampled the years, i.e., during 1780-2014, we randomly selected 3 years to read at an
interval of 40 years, for a total of 18 sample years. Second, we randomly selected 3
months in each selected year and randomly selected 3 dates in each selected month.
Then, we read 162 newspapers and more than 21,000 news reports and tabulated the
word count of each article. We use the Gale The Times Digital Archive 1785-1985
Corpus to obtain the average frequency of “the”, “and” and “a” as the number of
articles in the current year (Ai) . Then, the annual word occurrence (W̄ ) of The Times,

Ni = Ai × W̄ (1)

The occurrence of n-gram in China we obtained in BCC corpus was not
underestimated, the annual word occurrence (Ni ) of Shun Pao and The people’s daily
comes from BCC corpus (Zhang et al. [2022]; Xun et al. [2016]).

2.1.2 Social economic data

GDP per capita from 1960 to 2020 for the UK and China comes from the World Bank
(https://data.worldbank.org/).

2.2 Division of the periods of the industrial revolution

The division of the four industrial revolutions can be found in Supplementary Text 1.2
and supplementary table 2.

2.3 Calculations

2.3.1 Occurrence and frequency of words

The occurrence of words in newspapers is affected by “survivor bias” (Miller et al.
[2012]). That is, due to page limitations, the information appearing in newspapers has
been filtered according to preference intensity, and it may deviate from the actual
situation. The frequency Pt, standardized by formula (2), following the method used by
Michel et al. [2011], serves as a proxy for economic and ecological activities competing
with other content in limited space and eliminates the impact of newspaper space (total
word number) on the occurrence of words, as in the following equation:

Pt =
Ot

Nt
(2)

where Pt is the occurrence of a target n-gram at year t and Nt is the occurrence of all
words in the newspaper within a year.

2.3.2 Period and amplitude of fluctuations

We marked the corresponding years for the peak and valley values of the occurrence of
words (Supplementary Table 3), with the year between the two valley values ( Ovalley1
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and Ovalley2) as one fluctuation period (Tc). The amplitude before the peak (Opeak) is
shown in formula (3) and another amplitude after the peak is shown in formula (4),

Ai1 = Opeak −Ovalley1 (3)

Ai2 = Opeak −Ovalley2 (4)

where Ai1 and Ai2 are the two amplitudes of a fluctuation within a certain period,
respectively; . The criteria for defining peak and valley values are that the absolute
value of the ratio of a certain amplitude to the adjacent previous valley or peak value is
higher than 5% .

2.3.3 Coefficient of variation

The standard deviation (SD) of word occurrence changes within a fluctuation is

SD =

√∑n
i=1 Oi − Ō

n− 1
(5)

where Oi is the occurrence of the target words of the fluctuation, Ō is the average
occurrence of words within the fluctuation, n is the number of years within a fluctuation.

We used the coefficient of variation (CV ) to measure the fluctuation of the
occurrence of words,

CV (%) =
SD

Ō
× 100 (6)

where SD is calculated using formula (5), Ō is the average occurrence of words within
the fluctuation.

2.3.4 Relative abundance

The frequency of words decreases as they become passé in public discourse due to their
widespread use (Bentley et al. [2012]). In other words, the words are cooling— a
reduction of marginal effects of the familiar activities. Therefore, we used the relative
abundance to measure the preferences for different kinds of words, as:

R(t) =
Oi(t)∑n
i=1 Oi(t)

(7)

whereO(t)is the occurrence of a target word in year t.

2.3.5 Diversity of word species

The Simpson index is a comprehensive index of richness and evenness and is usually used
to evaluate species diversity (Ouyang et al. [2023]). The Simpson index is calculated as:

S = 1−
s∑

i=1

k2i (8)

where S is the number of word species and Ki is the proportion of the number of
individuals of species i relative to the total number of individuals in the community.
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2.3.6 The distribution of words

The power law distribution between the proportion and rank can reflect the degree of
dominance of a particular species in a population, which can be expressed as:

Ki = cR−α (9)

where Ki is the same as formula (8), R is the ranking of word species in descending
order of its number of individuals, and c is a constant. When α approaches 1, the word
species follows the Zipf distribution, which means that the evolution of word species is
driven by random drift.

2.3.7 Turnover rate and turnover distribution

The turnover rate is used to calculate the variation in species composition among sites
(Baselga and Orme [2012]). We consider all the word species of a type of word (such as
economic words) within a year as a site. The turnover rate (Z, word species yr−1 )can
be used to represent the variation speed in word species combinations between two sites;
it is calculated as:

Z =
Su

Tint
(10)

where Su is the sum of the number of species unique to the two sites and Tint is the
time interval between the two sites for comparison.

We define the turnover distribution by using the method by Acerbi and Bentley
[2014] based on the changes generated by the Wright-Fisher model, which is a Markov
process. In the list of the word species ranked in descending order of its number of
individuals with y as the capacity, a list is a site, the Z of the list is the same as formula
(10), and Tint is one year. The top list sizes y in this study were from the 1st to the
30th. A turnover distribution is an Power regression on 30 pairs of Z and y in a Tint, as
shown in the following formula:

Z = eyb (11)

where b is the turnover exponent and e is a constant.
The index b determines the shape of the turnover distribution. According to Acerbi

and Bentley [2014], in the case of the neutral model, b is 0.86, which means that the
traits are randomly copied. When b > 0.86, the selection fixes the high-frequency traits
and is called ‘positive frequency-dependent’. In contrast, if b < 0.86, there is a negative
selection for high-frequency traits, and then the popular trending becomes decentralized
over time, called a negative frequency-dependent (Fig. 1).

All parameters in this paper in this paper see Supplementary Table 4.

2.3.8 Statistical analysis

We use linear fitting (including the univariate quadratic equation and univariate
quadratic equation) to obtain the correlation coefficient between the turnover rate and
interval years between the occurrence of words and economic level. We use power-law
fitting to obtain the correlation coefficient between the fluctuation period and time,
between the proportion of word species and rank, and between the turnover rate and
top list size. The analyses are performed in SPSS 20 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Nonlinear fitting analysis is conducted for two sets of word frequencies (Wei et al.
[2017]). The fitted sigmoid curves for the word frequency Pt of economic activities and
ecological activities against time t are described by

Pt =
a1 − a2

1 + ( t
t0
)
β
+ a2 (12)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of turnover distribution and selection.. a,
Distribution of six individuals and the turnover rate of the top 1 to top 3 lists at two
time points (when y = 1, Z = 2; when y = 2, Z = 0; and when y = 3, Z = 2).
b, Different types of selection will form different turnover curves (z = eyb). When a
larger number of individuals (high-frequency traits) are selected, i.e., positive frequency
dependent selection, the turnover index b is higher than 0.86 (dotted line), and the
dominant individuals are fixed, resulting in a decrease in diversity (evenness). When
high-frequency traits are negatively selected, b is below 0.86 (dotted line), and the
dominant individuals are replaced rapidly, leading to an increase in diversity.

The regression values of a1, a2, t0, and β are listed in Supplementary Table 5. We
use the nonlinear fitting module in Origin (Origin 2021, Originab Corporation) to check
whether the model coefficients are statistically significant. Then, we use the first
derivative of the fitted curve to calculate the growth rate of word frequency and use the
inflection point of the second derivative to divide the different stages of the S-mode.
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3 Results

3.1 Economic and ecological activities grow in fluctuations

The Times, a mainstream UK newspaper established in 1785, has a total word count of
8.8× 109 over the past 230 years. In the UK, the frequency of economic words in IR-I
(1785-1865), IR-II (1866-1945), IR-III (1946-1992), and IR-IV (1993-2014) has gone
through an S-shaped curve, which can be divided into the stages of accumulation,
acceleration, stabilization, and decline (Fig. 2a). The frequency reflects the intensity of
change in economic or ecological traits that people are concerned about timely, given
that news reflects new social activities or changes in existing things, and the limited
spaces in newspapers. The decline in the frequency of economic words after 1978
indicated that economic activities had entered the stabilization stage of the logistic
curve (Supplementary Fig. 4). The frequency of ecological words began to accelerate in
the 1950s, far behind economic words and was still growing.
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Figure 2. Historical trends of the frequency and occurrence of economic and
ecological words. Red represents economic words, and green represents ecological
words. a-b, Frequency of words: the UK (a), China (b), inserts show the second
derivative of S-mode, the annotation year represents the turning point of maximum
acceleration (yellow dots) and decline (purple dot) at stages of S-mode.c-d,Occurrence
of words: the UK (c), China (d), insert shows the fluctuation cycles (Tc) decreasing
over time, with triangles representing economic and circles representing ecological words.
The trends were smoothed by the Loess method with a window rate of 10%, and thin
lines represent the actual word data. In the X-axis, I, II, III, and IV represent the four
industrial revolutions (Supplementary Table 2).

China does not have a complete industrial history, as it started 100 years later than
the UK. The growth of economic frequency experienced a shorter and steeper
acceleration stage. The growth rate was the largest in 1946 before New China was
established (Supplementary Fig. 4). The frequency increased to a peak when the Great
Leap Forward (1958-1960) occurred and then sharply declined during the Cultural
Revolution (1966-1976). Afterwards, it again increased and was still increasing (Fig.
2b). This indicates that economic activities have not yet entered the stabilization stage.
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The maximum acceleration stage of ecological activities in China started 30 years later
than that in the UK, and the lag time between ecological and economic maximum
acceleration in China was nearly 20 years shorter than that in the UK. Moreover, the
frequencies of words in China were higher than those in the UK. Notably, no significant
punctuated changes in this process of two kinds of activities were observed by any IRs,
either in the UK or China.

Word frequency eliminates the impact of total word size on newspapers
(Supplementary Fig. 5), but it hides some details of the fluctuations in word occurrence
itself. In the UK, the occurrence of economic words increased from 1810 and decreased
after reaching its peak in 2000 with six fluctuations. The first fluctuation lasted for 87
years and then continuously shortened and stabilized for 32 years (Fig. 2c and insert;
Supplementary Table 3). The occurrence of ecological words was relatively low and
increased slowly before 1960, and then rapidly increased until 2010 with six fluctuations.
The fluctuation periods also shortened overtime recently and stabilized to 11 years.
Notably, it conformed to the power equation (Tc = ay−β) with super-linearly
attenuation β = 22. The ratio of ecological word occurrences to economic ones has
gradually increased from 0.5% to 5.2% in the past 230 years. The growth of the
occurrence of economic words in China occurred later but was sharp and had massive
fluctuations. The periods also shortened; the last period was 22 years (Fig. 2d and
insert; Supplementary Table 3). The occurrence of ecological words in China was
typically low before 1972 and then increased sharply. The periods of fluctuations also
shortened over time and conformed to the power equation with β= 30; the recent period
was 11 years. Notably, the fluctuations in the two countries were unrelated to the IR
transit points but related to events such as world wars, the oil crisis, and environmental
conferences.

In the UK, the fluctuation amplitude of the occurrence of economic words expanded
after World War I. The amplitude of ecological words was approximately one-tenth of
that of economic words and expanded after World War II (Fig. 3a). In China,
significant fluctuations in the occurrence of economic words began in the 1900s (Fig.
3b). The amplitude of ecological words expanded from the 1970s and was equivalent to
one-third of economic words. In contrast to the amplitude, the coefficient of variation
(CV) for economic words was lower than that for ecological words, and the CVs for
these fluctuations decreased over time and stabilized similarly at about 20 in the UK
(Fig. 3c; Supplementary Table 3). In China, the CV of the fluctuations in economic
words was about 20%, while that of ecological words was 10% recently (Fig. 3d;
Supplementary Table 3).

3.2 Synergistic growth and trade-offs between economic and
ecological activities

The trends in the occurrence of economic and ecological words synergistically increased
before 2007 in the UK, and then a dual recession of both economic and ecological words
occurred. Previously, there were also dual recessions in 1938 during World War II and
1974 during the economic recession. It presented a clear zigzag (Z-shaped trajectory)
with dual increasing, individual increasing, and dual declining. From 1981 to 2007,
there was a dual increase overall with several fluctuations in 1990, 1993, 1997, and 2001
during when there were individual increases or decreases of economic or ecological words
(Fig. 4a). In China, the fluctuations were simpler than those in the UK, though a clear
Z-shaped trajectory can also be seen. Before 1970, the occurrence of ecological words
remained very low and declined beginning in 1958. From 1964 to 2001, a long-term dual
increase and then a dual decline to 2007 occurred. From 2008 to 2011, ecological words
increased, while economic words decreased. Since then, ecological terms have decreased
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Figure 3. Variations in the occurrence fluctuations of economic and ecological
words in the UK (a, c) and China (b, d) Red triangles represent economic words;
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fluctuation starts. a-b, Amplitude of economic words (using primary coordinates) and
ecological words (using secondary coordinates). c-d, Coefficient of variation (CV) of
economic and ecological words.

rapidly (Fig. 4b). Notably, although the national conditions of the UK and China are
different, they both experienced turning points in 2001 (Supplementary Table 6).

The frequencies of words reveal a clearer trajectory than occurrences. In the UK,
overall, the trend of ecological frequency was also a Z-shaped curve relative to the
economic word frequency (Fig. 4c). Ecological words began to increase rapidly in the
early 20th century and increased exponentially relative to economic words until 1975, at
which point there was no further dual increase. From 1975 to 1981, the frequency of
economic words decreased, while that of ecological words increased until 1993. After
1994, both words plummeted. A similar Z-shaped trend was observed in China (Fig.
4d). The start of a dual increase was delayed until the 1980s, before which there was a
10-year reversal. In 1994 and 2005, there was also a trade-off where economic words
decreased and ecological words increased. After 2009, there were two more reversals.

3.3 Dynamics of word abundance, diversity, and turnover rate

In the UK, among 11 major categories of economic words, the relative abundance of
catering-related words belonging to the ‘life support type’ was highest at the beginning
of industrialization. The financial-related words replaced it after 1800 and remained
predominant until the present (Fig. 5a). During IR-III, the relative abundance of
manufacturing-related words increased but decreased in IR-IV when the abundance of
information dissemination-related words increased. Among the 5 major categories of
ecological words, pollution-related words had a high relative abundance, followed by
energy-saving-related words in IR-I and II (Fig. 5b). From the 1900s (during IR-II), the
relative abundance of environmental protection-related words began to increase and has
held the top ranking since the 1920s.

In China, the relative abundance of words related to transportation, mining, and
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Figure 4. Relationships between economic activities and ecological activities
in the UK (a, c) and China (b, d). a-b, Occurrence of words; c-d, frequency of
words. The arrow indicates the direction in the time series. The annotation year is the
starting year of changes. For the trend in the early period (grey dots), see Supplementary
Fig. 6.

construction ranked high until 1900, dissimilar to that in the UK (Fig. 5c). After 1910,
financial-related words increased to the top and remained until recent years. The
ecological words also differed from those in the UK. Environmental protection- and
energy-saving-related words held high relative abundance until 1960, followed by
pollution-related words, which have increased since IR-III (Fig. 5d). Recently, the
relative abundance of words related to environmental protection and sustainable
activities has increased.

The diversity trends of the word species indicated by Simpson index (S), which
integrates species richness and evenness performed that, the S of economic had a much
higher value (0.95) than that of ecological (0.7) in the early stage of industrialization in
the UK (Supplementary Table 7). However, the two have converged to about 0.96 in
recent years (Fig. 6a). Similarly, in China, the S of economic (0.91) was also much
higher than the ecological S (0.28) in the early stage, and they converged to about 0.95
recently (Fig. 6b; Supplementary Table 7). The S of ecological word species in the UK
reached about 0.9 as early as 1850, while in China, it did not reach this level until 1950,
with a time lag of almost 100 years.

The turnover of word species (sp) increased linearly with the increase in the interval
between comparative years in both countries. In the UK, the turnover number of
economic words increased at a constant rate (k) as the interval time of newspaper
publication increased (Fig. 6c), similar to a molecular clock. The turnover of ecological
word species almost linearly increased with the extension of the interval year, but the k
was only 1/5 of that of economic word species. Similarly, in China, there also a constant
rate of economic word species (Fig. 6d), while the k is 4/5 that in the UK. In contrast,
the k of ecological word species is 2.2-fold that in the UK. Since 1960, in the UK, the
turnover rate has stabilized at about 80 sp yr−1 for economic and about 50 sp yr−1 for
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Figure 5. Relative abundance of the categories of economic and ecological
words in the UK (a-b) and China (c-d). It was smoothed by the Loess method with
a window rate of 10%; thin lines represent the actual data. Red represents economic, and
green represents ecological words. Abbreviations: Fin-financial, Com-commercial, Trans-
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information, Min-mining, Cons-construction, Rles-real estate; Environ-environmental
promotion, Polu-pollution, SusAct-sustainable activity, EneSav-energy-saving, BioProt-
biological protection.

ecological (Fig. 6e). In China, the turnover rate for economic word species was lower
than that in the UK and stabilized at about 60 sp yr−1, while that for ecological word
species has not yet reached a stable rate (Fig. 6f).

3.4 Evolutionary mechanism of economic and ecological activities

Both economic and ecological activities followed a power law (K = cR−α) in the UK
(Fig. 7a, b). After 1960, the high-frequency economic word species that were strongly
artificially selected for α was much higher than 1 (Fig. 7a). The judgment criterion is if
the word species followed the Zipf distribution, i.e., α close to 1, the turnover of words
is a random copy. The high-frequency ecological words were also artificially selected for
α was also higher than 1 (Fig. 7b). In China, the α values for the two kinds of word
species were both higher than 1, and the α of economic word species was also higher
than that of ecological ones (Fig. 7c, d). The αvalues for the two kinds of word species
in China were slightly lower than those in the UK. This indicates that the selection for
economic activities was stronger than that for ecological activities, and the selection in
the UK was stronger than that in China.

Due to the deviation of the distribution at the top from the power law, these values
were determined by another selection model. In this model, if the turnover index b was
near 0.86 (Z = eY b), a random drift without selection occurred. After 1960, in the UK,
for the top 30 list economic and ecological word species, the b is higher than 0.86 (Fig.
7e, f), indicating that the high-frequency word species were fixed by selection, as
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evidenced by the slower turnover in the higher position of the list. In contrast, in China,
after 1960, the b is lower than 0.86 for economic word species (Fig. 7g), indicating that
selection accelerates the change in the higher position of the word list and that the
high-frequency word species change quickly under selection. For ecological word species,
the b that higher than 0.86 indicates that high-frequency words were fixed by selection
(Fig. 7h).

3.5 Multiplicity of ecological degradation and improvements
along with economic development

The negative ecological words, which are related to environmental pollution and
ecological decline, and the occurrence of negative ecological words had 4 fluctuations in
response to GDP per capita from 1960 to 2014 in the UK (Fig. 8a). Each fluctuation
showed a quadratic function (Supplementary Table 8). In China, the occurrence of
negative ecological words exhibited 2 inverted U-shaped quadratic functions in response
to the GDP per capita from 1960 to 2015 (Fig. 8b). For the ratio of
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ecological-to-economic words, there were 4 quadratic functions in response to GDP per
capita from 1960 to 2014 in the UK (Fig. 8c). In China, there was only one inverted
U-curve in response to GDP per capita (p < 0.05, Fig. 8d), similar to the first inverted
U-curve in the UK.

4 Discussion

4.1 An endogenous growth model

The S mode, which can be described by the logistic model, is a general self-organizing
process in the growth of organisms, population size, species accounting for evolution,
and innovations and value changes of human society (Wei et al. [2017];Markard [2020];
Mao et al. [2021]; Ali [2023]). The increasing and decreasing economic words in the UK
indicate that economic activities have accelerated since the 1870s and reached a stable
stage of the S mode since 1978. Similarly, the economic words show that economic
activities in China have also experienced a stage of accumulation and acceleration. The
findings support the hypothesis that the development of industrialized societies is
similar to that of biological embryos (Y. and G. [2016]). Of course, the development
path of the latecomer industrializing countries may be different from that of early
industrial countries (Krausmann et al. [2008]; Cumming and von Cramon-Taubadel
[2018]). It suggests that there is a general S mode for social transition by
industrialization, although the details of implementation may vary.

Ecological activities and consciousness are regulatory factors in the co-evolution
between human society and nature for sustainability (Chang et al. [2021]; Palmer et al.
[2004]). The dynamics of the words in the UK and China support the understanding
that public ecological awareness lags behind economic development (Liu and Diamond
[2005]). Since the 1960s, the growth of ecological words in the UK has accelerated, but
the proportion of ecological words in economic words has been only 5% until recent
years. This indicates that the sustainability of industrialized countries is still low. The
time lag between ecological and economic activities in China is shorter than that in the
UK, although the acceleration of ecological words occurred 20 years later. This
indicates that the cultural dissemination effect accelerates social transition (Liu and
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Diamond [2005]; Meng et al. [2021]). In China, the proportion of ecological to economic
words has reached about 25% , which is higher than that in the UK. Notably, the
existence of the accumulation stage of both economic and ecological words in China also
indicates that dissemination can only promote but not replace societal self-development
of the society being disseminated.

The four Industrial Revolutions have been found to influence the replacement of
social terms related to health and the environment (O’Brien [2018]; Atenstaedt [2021]).
Our results also found that the ranking of economic and ecological subcategory words
changed among different IRs, with ecological activities emerging in the IR-III. However,
surprisingly, the great technological innovations of the four IRs did not affect human
preferences. In contrast, historical events affect the fluctuations of social transitions,
such as World War I and II, economic crises, oil crises, international environmental
conferences, climate conventions, biodiversity conventions, the ”Great Leap Forward” in
1958, and the “Cultural Revolution” from 1966 to 1976 in China (Liu and Diamond
[2005]). However, these types of events represent concentrated outbreaks of
contradictions in the process of social-economic and ecological development. The
fluctuations were not impacted by external events such as volcanoes or earthquakes
(Schot and Kanger [2018]). In other words, those fluctuations in the trajectory of
economic and ecological words were controlled by endogenous forces of society.

4.2 Trajectories tend to constant oscillations

Economic and ecological systems are interlinked complex adaptive systems (CAS, Levin
and Xepapadeas [2021]). On their trajectory, the fluctuation cycle and amplitude
followed their own rhythms. The fluctuation periods of the economic words continuously
have shortened to 25-30 years in recent years, and the ecological cycle shortened to
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about 10 years in the two countries. This phenomenon is also endogenous, as it is
regardless of the impact of various events during this period. The shortening of the
ecological cycle even conforms to a power law, which emphasizes the self-organizing
behaviour of human society. In addition, many cultural processes, such as the lifespan
of albums, the turnover of music charts, and human forgetting, have also been
shortening (Michel et al. [2011]; Schneider and Gros [2019]). The cycles of economic and
ecological activities are similar to the ”short cycles” related to human behaviour (Schot
and Kanger [2018]). For example, the cycle of finance is 16 years (Borio [2012]), the
fluctuation period of the price-to-earnings ratio of a stock is about 30 years (Shiller
[2016]) and the popularity cycles of musical instruments and fashion are about 30 years
(Mauch et al. [2015]; K. H. and B. H. [2020]). Those are all close to the activity cycle of
a generation in human society, which is 20-25 years (Axelrad and Luski [2022]). These
findings suggest that the “psychological cycle” (Gangestad et al. [2019]) also applies to
economic and ecological activities. Periodicity also allows us to predict and regulate
social behaviour in the future.

The amplitude of fluctuations of both economic and ecological words has also
decreased continuously over time, similar to the damped vibration in physics. This
means that society generated fluctuations in activities through negative feedback.
However, the amplitude approached stability in the later stage, and the amplitudes of
the last 3-4 cycles of the two kinds of words in both countries remained stable at CV
around 20% since 1960. This stable amplitude is similar to the simple harmonic motion
in physics (Gilbert, 2022). Most trajectories of a dynamical system do not converge to
the rest points (Levin and Xepapadeas [2021]; Roy et al. [2023]). Economic and
ecological activities, as a dynamic CAS, generated multiple equilibria that could be
stable or unstable. The findings imply the similarity between social and physical
systems. Maintaining the constant oscillation motion in social consciousness requires a
force, which should be human preference. Cultural history and behavioural ecology
assume that when rigid demands are met, the preference for elastic factors increases
(Thiermann and Sheate [2020]). For example, with economic improvement, the love in
narrative novels (Baumard et al. [2022]) and the biodiversity of urban green spaces
(Leong et al. [2018]) increase, while the tolerance for environmental pollution decreases
(Liu and Mu [2016]). The fluctuation variation of ecological words is larger than that of
economic words in the early period, indicating that economic activity is more rigid than
ecological activity. The recent CV of ecological activities was close to and even lower
than that of economic activities. This means that society’s demand for ecological
development is becoming a rigid element. In addition, in statistics, the CV of 20%
belongs to moderate variation, indicating that the activities in the two countries have
developed to be both energetic and stable.

The turnover rate of economic and ecological words increases with a constant speed
as the interval years, and it is similar to a molecular clock. For example, the molecular
clock was 1.2× 10−9 subs site−1 yr−1 between humans and chimpanzees (Li and
Tanimura, 1987). Since 1960, the turnover rates have stabilized at 60-80 species per
year in the UK and China, which we call a “cultural clock”. This indicates that the
rhythm of economic and ecological activities and the related social consciousness have
trended towards stabilization. In other words, they have entered a mature stage of
development. The ecological activities in China are not yet mature.

The Simpson indices increased to near 1, which is the high limit despite the great
difference between the economic and ecological word species in the early stage in both
countries. The highest diversity means the maximum differentiation of ecological
communities (Morris et al. [2014]), which helps to promote stability (Isbell et al. [2015]).
Social activities have reached a relatively stable state in both countries with different
industrialization levels, which confirms cultural dissemination in social transition. The
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turnover distribution, it can be predicted that the dominant category of economic
words, such as financial related-words, and ecological words, such as environmental
protection related-words, will maintain an advantage in the UK. The high-frequency
economic words in China have rapidly changed, and financial-related words, currently
occupying the top spot, may soon be surpassed by commercial-related words. The
high-frequency ecological words in the future may still be environmental
protection-related words. This indicates that the vitality of ecological activities is still
weak and needs to be improved in future sustainability.

4.3 Sustainability is achievable but unstable

There is asynchronism and uncertainty in the co-evolution of ecological and economic
activities (Levin and Xepapadeas [2021]). The relationship between economic and
ecological words exhibited the Z-mode in both countries. It tended to synergistically
increase with 2/3 of the industrialization, performed as increasing of both economic and
ecological words, while trade-off with only one side increasing or declining, or both
declines in the rest of the time. The multiple cycles of continuous synergy and trade-offs
during industrialization are challenges to sustainable social transition (Bettencourt et al.
[2007]). Although ecological awareness has increased with economic development, the
occurrence of ecological words is still only 1/20 of that of economic words in the UK,
and the continuous improvement of ecology is still a challenge. In China, ecological
activities are in the process of catching up, so the proportion has reached about 1/4. In
addition, ecological development cannot be separated from economic foundations (Frank
and Schlenker [2016]). If there is a partial or short-term economic recession, the
economic-ecological synergy will be destroyed. For example, during the Great Leap
Forward movement (1958-1960) in China, a large number of trees were chopped down to
make steel; the 2022 European energy crisis led to setbacks in the ”carbon neutrality”
initiative, and some people even logging trees in parks as winter fuel. This Z-shaped
pattern indicates the complex co-evolution behaviour. It also indicates a serious
problem, that is, even if societies have developed, sustainability is still vulnerable, with
insufficient robustness and a significant risk of reversal.

We take the occurrence of negative ecological words as an indicator of environmental
degradation of the EKC hypothesis, which assumes that ecological degradation
undergoes an inverted U-shaped mode with the economic level of society (Zhang et al.
[2015]; Anser et al. [2021]). We find that after the 1960s, when the economic words in
the UK entered the stabilization stage, the negative ecological words performed 4
inverted U-shaped curves in response to GDP per capita within 50,000 USD. The
negative ecological words in China performed 2 inverted U-shaped curves in response to
GDP per capita within 10,000 USD. We named the multiple inverted U-shaped curves
the M-shaped curves, which is a new type beyond the inverted U-shape (Zhang et al.
[2015]), the N-shaped (Danish and Wang [2019]), and the inverted V-shaped (Yu et al.
[2022]) curves for the EKC model.

This M model means that even after the transition, when a society enters the
sustainable ‘Red Loop’ defined by Cumming et al. [2014], it can still be disrupted. A
red loop means that social demands have been decoupled from natural ecosystems and
that society continuously regulates supply and distribution problems through feedback
via technological innovations to achieve sustainable development (Chang et al. [2021];
Bettencourt et al. [2007]). If the feedback fails, a society will enter a ‘Red Trap’ again.
Therefore, social sustainability requires continuous reconstruction in the co-evolution of
ecological and economic activities. At present, the inverted U-shaped curve occurs with
GDP per capita within 10,000 USD in China, which corresponds to the GDP per capita
range of the first inverted U-shaped curve in the UK. It can be inferred that the synergy
between economic and ecological development in China may also generate more
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fluctuations with future economic development. Fortunately, despite China having many
serious ecological problems in its early stages of development (Liu and Diamond [2005]),
the ecological awareness is continuously increasing. It exhibits a similar co-evolution
model with that in the UK. In sum, the findings can help to speculate that, under the
influence of cultural dissemination and endogenous forces, latecomers will not only
follow the general pattern similar to the original countries but also exhibit stronger
sustainable transition vitality to catch up with industrialized countries.

4.4 Limitations

This is a cross-cultural study, and there is currently no effective tool to address
differences in language, politics, or customs among different societies. However, a recent
study has shown that the information rates conveyed by different languages are similar
(about 39 bits/s, Coupé et al. [2019], which suggests the comparability of cross-language
information. The quantification of social culture is a daunting task (Gao et al. [2019]),
as human economic and ecological activities involve a wide range and complexity,
making it difficult to fully cover the construction of a targeted library. We need to
supplement the targeted words more comprehensively by building an active ontology
and consulting the experts as much as possible (see methods). Despite these limitations,
the use of newspapers to quantify the evolutionary trajectory of social consciousness
and human activities is still an important intellectual discourse, and has higher
timeliness than academic journals and books (Lansdall-Welfare et al. [2017]). In this
study, we have attempted to select a symmetrical library for the two countries.
Considering the diachronic and dynamic differences in corpora, we also used other
independent corpora for cross-supplementation (see methods). Future work may link
word frequency based on the corpus with actual biophysical data (ecosystem services,
human development index) and demonstrate how to expand our research to more areas
of social transformation, such as art, industry, religion, and technology.

5 Conclusions

Using culturomics, we find that cultural dissemination can promote the transition of a
latecomer society, but the receiver still needs self-development. Economic and ecological
activities entered a mega trend of synergistic growth after IR-III. However, the
co-evolution of them experienced multiple short-term reverses and exhibited a Z-mode.
Although the public consciousness of sustainability has improved and the rigidity of
ecological elements in human well-being has increased, the economic elements, which is
closer to personal interests, is still dominant. The third M-shaped mode indicates that
social sustainability is not robust enough and requires periodic reconstruction in the
co-evolution.

We discovered interesting near-physical dynamic features. These findings also
contribute to a deeper understanding of the physical laws and evolutionary mechanisms
of collective behaviour in human society.

The turnover rates acted as a ‘cultural clock’ for the stabilized speed across years,
while the pace of ecological activity changes was slower than that of economic changes.
This means that in social management, it is necessary to identify these pulses related to
sustainability and prevent and optimize them.
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